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Abstract

The main drawback of the transcranial electrical stimulation method is the discomfort

caused to the patient. The purpose of this study was to find optimal stimulation

parameters with regard to patient comfort and stimulation effectiveness. The stimulation

curent flow, excitation of corticospinal {ibres and pain sensation were evaluated with

modelling methods. A dedicated trarscranial stimulator was constructed. Some of the

methods also were used to study the properties of EEG leads.

The constructed stimulator produces constant current and constant voltage bipolar

pulses with a high maximum amplitude, 1 A or 1000 V, but with very short pulse

length, 125 ps at maximum. Pulse trains are provided with the pulse interval in the

range of 0.5 to 20 ms. In addition to bipolar stimulation, the device provides a three-

elec[ode stimulation configuration with a neutral electrode on each side of an active

electrode,

A short-distance bipolar electrode configuration produced mainly tangential stimulation

current flow with respect to the brain surface, in contrast to the radial current with the

normally used large electrode distance. The flow was also confined to a smaller area,

thus producing a more focused stimulus. The three-electrode confrguration with two

neutral electrodes produced similar stimulus as the unifocal method with twelve neutral

electrodes.

The size of the stimulation electrodes, theil current profile and the stimulus pulse shape

(rectargular vs. capacitor discharge) had little effect on motor and pain excitation. The

stimulation pulse length correlated with the area of excited nociceptors in the scalp. The

area was 12, 20 arrd 26 cm2 for a 10-ps, 100-Us and 1000-ps pulse, respectively. The

activation of a corticospinal fibre of the hand motor area was initiated at the initial part



with threshold stimulus. With sufficiently strong stimulus, however, the activation was

initiated directly at the deep bend the fibre makes when entering the midbrain.

The focusing of an EEG lead to detect cortical sources was improved by decreasing the

electrode distance. With very short electrode distances, corresponding to 128- and 256-

channel EEG, the spatial resolution of EEG was comparable to that of a whole-head

MEG with more &an 100 channels.

The constant current stimulus with fast pulse trains, as available from the stimulator

constructed in this work, provides a reliable and effective method for intra-operative

monitoring of motor pathways. With respect to patient comfort, however, the results

were not encouraging. Using very short stimulus may reduce the pain. If topical

anaesthesia is used to reduce the pain, it must be applied to a sufficiently large area

around the electrodes.
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Abbreviations and symbols

A Anterior

CMCT Central motor conduction time

D wave Direct wave, a corticospinal volley initiated from the direct activation of
corticospinal axons

EEG Electroencephalography

ENMG Electroneuromyography

HSV Half-sensitivity volume

I wave Indirect wave, a corticospinal volley initiated on the cortex and mediated
transslnaptically to corticospinal hbres

MEP Motor evoked potential

MOSFET Metal oxide semiconductor fleld effect transistor

P Posterior

SEP Somatosensory evoked potential

V Gradient

C^ Membrane capacitance

E(k) Comptete elliptic integral ofthe second kind

Ep Ion channel equilibrium potential

E^ Membrane resting potential

Gp Ion channel conductance

ft Distance of a field point from a magnetometer along the magnetometer
axis

Ii"i",, Injected current in membrane

"I Current density

K(k) Complete elliptic integral of the hrst kind

P" Associated Irgrende polynomial ofthe first kind

r, e, Q Spherical coordinates

rt Magnetometer coil radius



rz Distance of a field point from the magnetometer axis

R" Axial resistance

R^ Membrane resistance

rb, rs, \ Outer radius of the brain, skull and scalp, respectively, in spherical head
model

Rr, R,, Rr Resistivity of the brain, skull and scalp, respectively

V,, Membrane potential

Vs, V", V1 Potential in the brain, skull and scalp, respectively.



Errata

In tr, on line 7 of the abstract, the sentence

'The maximum intracranial sensitivity or current density was 14 7o higher with

20-mm diameter disk electrodes than with needle electrodes'

should be

'The maximum intracranial sensitivity or current density was 14 Ea lower with 20-

mrn diameter disk elechodes than with needle electrodes' .

In IV, in the Figure 1, ihe resistivity of the skull should be '2.5 kQ-cm' instead of '5

kQ-cm'.

In V, in the Figure 1, the unit for the brain resistivity should be 'Ocm' instead of

'Wcm'.

In V, on page 399, the first sentence of the second full paragraph

'The threshold for the excitation of the hand motor area was 269, 268 and 333

mA, with 50 ps constant current, 50 ps capacitor discharge and 100 Lrs capacitor

discharge pulses, respectiYely'

should be

'... was 269, 333 and 268 rA, with 50 ps constant current, 50 ps capacitor

discharge and 100 ps capacitor discharge pulses, respectively'.

In VI, the unit for resistivity should be Q-m instead of 0-cm (erratum appears in IEEE

Trans. Biomed. Eng., 44, 43O).



I Introduction

Different brain functions can be activated and investigated by exciting cortical nerves

with electric currents. The frst experiment on a human subject was done in 1874 using

direct electrical stimulation of an exposed brain (Bartholow, 1874, referred to in
Devinsky, 1993). Since that time the direct stimulation method has been an important

tool in neurophysiological investigations of the sensorimotor cortex. However, it car be

performed only during or after a brain surgery. Thus, benefits of alternative non-

invasive techniques are apparent.

Merton and Morton (1980) introduced the first practical method for non-invasive

stimulation of the motor cortex. They applied brief electric shocks through surface

electrodes attached on the scalp. The stimulation of the motor cortex elicited visible

twitches of subject's fingers without undue discomfort. Barker et al. (1985) introduced

transcranial magnetic stimulation. The excitation was achieved by exposing the brain to

a time-varying magnetic field. The magnetic stimulation is considered to be freo of pain

and is currently the preferred method in clinical investigations.

The main clinical application for transcranial stimulation is the investigation of the

descending motor tracts Gossini et al., 1994; Rossini and Rossi, 1998). The excitation

of a specific area on the motor cortex brings about a response of associated muscles.

The electric potential generated by the muscle is registered to obtain a motor evoked

pocntial (MEP). The MEP latency - the time delay from the stimulus to the onset of the

muscle response - is sensitive to most abnormal conditions of the corticospinal tract,

such as multiple sclerosis, motor neurone disease and spinal cord disorders.

MEP registration may also prove useful in intra-operative monitoring performed to

avoid complications to the spine. Registration of sensory evoked potentials (SEP) is a

well-established monitoring method, but may alone fail to detect loss of motor function.

As paralysis is probably more handicapping tlan sensory loss, the need for reliabte
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MEP monitoring is evident. Different methods have been proposed, the main difficulty

has been the sensitivity of MEP to cormon anaesthetic agents.

During the last two decades the transcranial electrical stimulation method has remained

essentially unchanged. Some suggestions for improvements have been made (Rossini et

al., 1985; Zentner, 1989), but there has been lack of solid theoretical grounds for the

suggested modifications. The neural mechanisms by which the pain and cortical

activation are generat€d are not fully understood. Only a few studies have discussed the

effects of the stimulation parameters, such as electrode size and stimulus pulse shape,

on the effectiveness and comfortableness of the method (Geddes, 1987; Grandori and

Rossini, 1988).

Use of the transcranial electrical stimulation method diminished following the

introduction of magnetic stimulation. However, it may have value as a complementary

clinical investigation method for several reasons. The fact that the stimulation current is

mainly radial with electrical ard mainly tangential with magnetic stimulation may have

clinical significance. Focusing the stimulus on a small area of the cortex is easier with

electrical stimulation (with magnetic stimulation, the excited area is large because a

large stimulating coil is needed to induce sufficient current in the brain). Furlhermore,

different stimulation waveforms and pulse sequences are more easily produced with

electrical stimulation. For intra-operative MEP monitoring electrical stimulation is the

preferred method: the shifts in the position of a hand-held magnetic stimulation coil

may cause variations in the stimulus strength, and the strong magnetic field induced by

the stimulator causes disturbance to other electronic devices and mav affect metallic

parts.

The main purpose of this study was to optimise the transcranial electrical stimulation

method. The specific goals were to define the effect of various stimulation parameters,

such as the number and size of stimulation electrodes and stimulus pulse length, with

regard to patient cornfort and effectiveness of the stimulus, and to design a dedicated

device that would allow reliable, easy, patient friendly and anaesthesia compatible

stimulation. Additionally, it was expected that the same modelling methods, that were

applied to study stimulation, could be applied to study EEG.
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2 Review of the literature

2.1 Electrical excitability of the brain

Rolando was the first to demonstrate, in 1809, that the elecaical stimulation of the

cerebral cortex induced movements in mammals. However, this result was not generally

accepted for a long time. In 1870, the classic paper of Fritsch and Hitzig described the

electrically excitable motor cortex in dogs. Three years later, Ferrier deflned the map of

the motor cortex also for monkeys. Later, Sherrington and his colleques rrade one of the

most inforrnative studies defining the motor strip of anthropoids and reporting the

modulating effect of a preceding stimulus. Reference to the aforementioned works can

be found in Phillips (1987) and Devinsky (1993).

The frst stimulation experiment on human brain was performed in the late 1800,s.

Bartholow (1874, referred to in Devinsky, 1993) stimulated the left hemisphere of the

cortex on a patient who suffered non-treatable basal cell carcinoma associated with

purulent scalp ulcer and whose skull had eroded exposing the brain surface. Faradic

current stimulation evoked muscle contractions in right arm and leg as well as in neck.

Stimulation in different location caused strong sensations reported by the patient.

Repeated experiment on the right side gave similar results, but experiment with stronger

currents elicited generalized convulsion (the patient had several seizures following the

study ard died after few days).

Stimulation of the exposed cortex gradually gained acceptarce in patients with seizures.

The stimulation studies have given information about the sensory ard motor

organisation of the cortex. The first detailed human motor map was presented by Krause

and Schum (1931). Penfield and Boldrey (1937) reported on stimulations of the

sensorimotor cortex with 126 patients using local anaesthesia. They presented a diagram
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of a human molor homunculus; the central sulcus separated motor and sensory

responses, although some overlapping was observed.

2.2 Transcranial electrical stimulation

Gualtierotti and Paterson (1954) proposed a method for non-invasive stimulation of the

brain. They stimulated the brain transcranially with repetitive current stimuli similar to

those used in direct electrical stimulation of the brain. The method never gained general

acceptance, possible reasons being the intense pain induced to patients or the lack of

useful responses, or both. Merton and Morton (1980) introduced the first practica.l

method for non-invasive stimulation of the brain. They used a single electric shock as

stimulus with surface electrodes attached to the scalp. When the stimulating electrode

was placed over the hand motor area visible muscle contractions of the contra.lateral

hand were easily obtained. A single cortical stimulus gave a slmchronous muscle action

potential of several millivotts with a short latency, about 23 ms for the adductor of the

thumb and 34 ms for tibialis anterior muscle (Merton et al., 1982). The threshold for the

stimulation was gready reduced if the target muscle made a moderate voluntary

contraction before stimulation. The threshold was lower with anodal than with cathodal

stimulation.

Merton et al. (1982) also discovered spinal cord stimulation (by chance). Hand muscles

contracted when the stimulating electrode was near the C6 spinous process and leg

muscles when the elec&ode was over the lumbar enlargement (T12 spinous process).

The authors suggested that the latency difference of motor evoked potentials to cortical

and spinal stimulation is a measure of conduction time in the pyramidal pathway being

about 6 ms for hand and 12 ms for leg muscles.

The stimulator used by Merton and Morton was originally developed for direct

stimulation of muscle fibres (Hill et al., 1980), but the authors realized that the low

output impedance and high current drive capability would be useful in transcranial

stimulation. The stimulus was produced by discharging a high-voltage capacitor (first

using a Morse key as a switch). Stimulus amplitude of a few hundred volts with a short

50-ps pulse was required for cortical stimulation. The stimulation produced only

acceptable discomfort. The prototlpe stimulator was later developed to a commercial
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device (Digitimer Ltd., England). The original model had maximum amplitude of 750

V, later it was increased to 1200 V. The stimulation pulse rises rapidly and has an

exponentially decaying tail. The time constant of decay is user selectable either as 50 or

100 ps. The fast decay of the capacitor discharge pulse is ensured with a shunt

resistance in the stimulator output. This stimulator t,?e has been corrmonly used in

clinical investigations.

Zr,rfiner ar\d Neumuller (1989) modified the pulse shape. They interrupted the pulse

after 40 or 70 $ after the beginning of the pulse. They claimed thal removing the low

amplitude tail did not affect the cortical excitation but reduced the pain. Rectangular

pulses with high amplitude and very short duration (Zarola et al., 1989) and low

amplitude pulses obtainable from standard ENMG devices (l,evy et al., 1984; AieUo et

al., 1991) have also been used. Inghilleri et d. (1990) studied motor evoked potentials

with paired cortical stimuli using two pulses with intervals between 500 [s and 150 ms,

which allowed the study of facilitatory ard inhibitory mechanisms.

Rossini et al. (1985) presented the so-called 'unifocal' method for transcranial

stimulation. They used a single anode as the stimulating electrode, but cathode

consisted of 12 interconnected electrodes, which were placed at regular intervals around

the head. The electrode impedances were carefuuy balanced, so that the current flow

would be distributed evenly. Muscle responses were obtained with low stimulus

intensities (60 - 160 mA, rectangular pulses of 100 - 150 ps), and the authors claimed

that the siimulus was 'significantly more tolerable due to less contraction of scalp, face

and neck muscles'.

2.3 Transcranial magnetic stimulation

The physiological effects of a time varying magnetic field were first reported in 1896 by

d'Arsonval. He applied a 32 A curent at 42 Hz through a large coil. When the head was

placed in the magnetic field, the subjects reporGd a flickering visual sensation,

magnetophosphenes. Thompson (1910) reported similar results when applying a current

of 500 A to a large cylindrical coil surrounding the head.

The brain tissue is much less sensitive to induced curent as compared with retina. It

was not until 1985 that the stimulation of the brain with magnetic freld was reported.
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Barker et al. (1985) applied a very strong current pulse to a hand-held stimulation coil

placed over the subject's head. The induced eddy currents excited the motor cortex -
clear muscular contractions were observed on both hands - without discomfort to the

subject. The method has gained general acceptance for routine clinical investigations.

2.4 Physiolory

The initiation of activity with cortical stimulation and its mediation through motor

pathways is complex and not fully understood (York, 1987; Zemann and Rothwell,

2000). Patton and Amassian (1954) analysed cortically evoked pyramidal tract

discharges. They stimulated exposed cortex with single square-wave shocks. Single

cortical shock elicited a series of volleys on the pyramidal tract: the frst was stable in

shape and magnitude, the following volleys were more variable. Based on their

extensive experiments, Patton and Amassian concluded that the hrst volley, D wave,

resulted from direct aclivation of p),rarrfdal neurons and the following volleys, I waves,

resulted from indirect activation of pramidal neurons tlrough cortical inter-neurons.

Furthermore, the D and I waves were mediated through the same fast pyramidal frbres.

Similar multiple volleys were observed with transcranial electrical stimulation

(Inghilleri et d., 1989) suggesting that the same hlpothesis was also applicable to

transcranial stimulation. However, increasing the intensity of anodal stimulus produced

two eadier peaks in advance of threshold D wave (Burke et al., 1990). This implies that

the site of impulse initiation shifts from the brain surface to deep structures.

Considering the conduction time on the pyramidal tract, the latency shifts suggest

locations about 5 and 10-11 cm below the cortex.

Voluntary contraction of target muscles pdor to the stimulation produces three effects:

the amplitude and duration of the muscle action potential is increased and the latency is

decreased. Day et al. (1987) suggested that the reason for the facilitation is increased

spina.l excitability. [n relaxed state, a single volley on corticospinal tract is not sufflcient

to excite the spinal motor neurons, but temporal surffnation of repetitive volleys (D and

I waves) is required. On the contrary, with voluntary contraction, a single volley may

excite the spinal motor neurons. Thus, a greater portion of motor neuron pool is

activated and the activation is already transmitted on the first volley. This changes the

latency and amplitude. As the motor neurons may flre more than once (Day et al.
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1989a), the duration of the response is also increased. The theory of spinal origin of

facilitation has been widely accepted, although Mills and Kimiskidis (1996) suggested

that there is also cortical component to the facilitation. Facilitation may also be induced

with preceding sensory peripheral stimulation (Taniguchi and Schramm, 1991) or

transcranial stimulus (Inghilleri et al., 1989).

Mills and Munay (1986) studied the location of activation initiation with spinal

stimulation. They concluded that elecuical transcutaneous stimulation of the spine

activates motor nerve roots at their exit from the spinal canal. Therefore, the central

motor conduction time obtained by cortical and spinal stimuli includes a small

contribution from the peripheral nerve. Thus, caution is needed when interpreting the

results. The peripheral conduction time can also be measured with F-waves. Supra-

maximal stimulation to peripheral motor f,bres produces an antidromic volley that

travels back to spinal motor neurones. The volley may be reflect€d back to peripheral

fibres due to re-excitation of motor neurones and evoke a late muscle response, F-wave.

Using the latencies of the early response (Ir4-wave), F-wave and approximate re-

excitation time, the peripheral conduclion time can be calculated. The main sources for

error are the approximation error of the re-excitation time and slowing of the F-wave

when it travels along partially refractory fibres.

2.5 Clinical applications

Measurement of motor evokgd potentials with transcranial stimulation has been found

to be a useful diagnostic tool in various diseases involving central motor tracts (for

review, see Rossini and Rossi, 1998). Abnormal findings have been reported on patients

with clinically diagnosed multiple sclerosis including longer corticospinal conduction

time, greater inter-stimulus variance in latency for muscle response, temporal dispersion

of the response and absence of response in some cases (Cowan et al., 1984i Mills and

Munay, 1985). Aslr[netrical slowing of central motor conduction has been reported

with motor neuron disease in early stages (Ingram and Swash, 1987). Absent or delayed

responses to an affected limb have been reported after cerebral infarction (Thompson et

al., 1987a). Slower motor conduction on central motor pathways has been reported with

cervical spondylosis, but with normal response to upper limbs if the lesion was located

below cervical level (Thompson et al., 1987a). Because of the strong variation of the
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amplitude of normal motor response, the latency or the calculated central motor

conduction time (CMCT) is the main clinical diagnostic tool. Di I-azzaro et al. (1999)

evaluated the diagnostic value of CMCT using magnetic stimulation. They concluded

that motor evoked potentials could reveal subclinical abnormalities in motor neuron

diseases, muscle disorders, multiple sclerosis and spinal cord diseases- False negative

results were obtained with sylvian stroke and hereditary spastic paraptegia. MEP

duplicated clinical findings with movement disorders and psychogenic weakness.

Transcranial electrical and magnetic stimulation have olier applications in addition to

investigating the conduction on motor pathways. Mapping of the motor cortex can be

used to follow functional reorganisation after different chronic lesions or cerebral

stoke. L.G. Cohen and Hallett (1988) obtained well-defined and restricted maps of

cortical motor areas using electrical transcranial stimulation with monopolar and short-

distance bipolar electrode montages. Transcrania.l stimulation of the motor coroex is

known to produce also inhibitory as well as excitatory effects. It can delay execution of

voluntary movement due to cortical inhibition (Day et al., 1989b; Rothwell et d., 1989).

Paired conical stimulation has been used to study spinal facilitation and inhibition

(Inghilleri et al., 1990). Transcranial stimulation produces a pause in voluntary EMG

activity, so called silent period, which may last up to 280 ms runcini et al., 1993). The

sitent period is much longer than the duration of inhibitory effects on spinal level (max.

100 ms). Thus, the transcranial stimulation probably causes a long lasting cortical

inhibition of the motor system. Charges in the duration of the silent period have been

reported in stroke and various movement disorders, but clinical value of this measure is

yet undecided (Rossini and Rossi, 1998). Late muscular responses related with

inhibitory mechanisms have also been reported (Holmgren et al., 1990).

2,6 Intra-operative monitoring

A promising new application of electrical transcranial stimulation is the monitoring of

the integdty of motor pathways during surgical operations. Certain operations, such as

scoliosis surgery, involve risk of damage to spinal cord. The wake-up test is commonly

used to check the state of the spinal cord during the operation. It requires no special

apparatus or special knowledge, but requires reversal of anaestlesia and, thus, can be

done only few times during the operation. Neurophysiological monitodng, on the other
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hand, can be done continuously throughout the operation. Recording of somatosensory

evoked potentials (SEP) is a commonly used and well-established method in spinal cord

monitoring. However, SEP alone may fail to indicate complications in motor function

(Thompson et al., 1987b), as motor and sensory tracts are located in different parts of

the spinal cord and have separate blood supplies. The sensitivity of SEP to several

factors - such as temperature, blood pressure and anaesthesia - may cause false alarms

(Luk et al., 1999; Papastefanou et al., 2000). Hence, combined monitoring of SEP and

MEP may improve the specificity of detecting complications on spinal cord and

sensitivity to motor defrcits.

Successful intra-operative MEP monitoring has been reported using electrical

hanscranial stimulation and recording motor potentials on spinal cord invasively (I-evy

et at., 1984; Boyd et al., 1986). Non-invasive monitoring may be achieved by measuring

the motor activity on the spinal cord, peripheral nerve, or muscle with surface electrodes

(t-evy et al., 1984). However, measurement of spinal or peripheral nerve activity with

surface electrodes presents considerable technical challenge in an operation

environment. Furthermore, MEP monitoring is known to be sensitive to commonly used

anaesthetic agents. Depressive effect has been reported with nitrous oxide (Zentner et

al., 1989) and halogenated inhalational agents (Haghighi et al., 1990). Despite the

depressive effect of nitrous oxide, Zentner (1989) reported that neuroleptic anaesthesia

(combination of NO2 and intravenous agent fentanyl) allowed MEP monitoring with

transcranial electrical stimulation. Jellinek et al. (1991) studied more cornmon

anaesthesia with intravenous agent propofol and reported successful monitoring with

transcranial electrical stimulation despite anaesthesia-induced depression of motor

responses. Contradicting opinions on monitoring with transcranial magnetic stimulation

have been presented. Taniguchi et d. (1993b) studied the effect of four intravenous

a.naesthetic agents - propofol, etomidate, methohexital, and thiopental - and concluded

that magnetic stimulation cannot be used due to strong suppression, if not abolishment,

of MEP. However, claims about successful monitoring schemes with methohexital

(Young et al., 1994) and etomidate (Ire et al., 1995) have been made.

Taniguchi et al. (1993a) presented an interesting methodological development. They

stimulated motor cortex with direct electrical stimulation using a train of pulses at a

high repetition rate and obtained responses that were resistant to anaesthesia with
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halogenated agents. They reasoned that halogenated anaesthesia, affecting on cortical

level, abolishes I waves, but does not affect D waves. Therefore, MEP is suppressed

when stimulating with single pulse under general alaestiesia, as temporal summation of

multiple waves is required for excitation of motoneurones in relaxed state. Stimulating

with a train of pulses to initiate multiple D waves can compensate for the effect of

anaestiesia; if the repetition rate is comparable to separation of the D and I waves,

temporal summation of D waves is able to bring motoneurones over the excitatiofl

threshold. Naturally, this result has implications for the development of transcranial

stimulation methods.
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3 Aims of the study

The specific aims of this study were:

1. to design a dedicated transcranial stimulator that would be versatile in clinical

investigations and would allow anaesthesia resistant monitoring of motor

pathways,

2. to study the effect of electrode size, current profile and distance on transcranial

stimulation,

3. to compare three-electrode and unifocal electrode configurations,

4. to investigate the direct activation of a corticospinal flbre with anodal

transcranial stimulation.

5. to study the excitation of pain sensing receptors of the scalp in transcranial

motor stimulation, and

6. to evaluate the effect of detector distance on the sensitivity of EEG leads.
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4 Methods

A dedicated electrical stimulator was designed and constructed for transcranial

stimulation. The design was based on previous clinical studies (Rossini et al., 1985;

Taniguchi et al., 1993a) and theoretical results presented in this study and in literature

(Geddes, 1987).

The effects of various stimulation parameters were assessed with modelling methods. A

volume conductor model of the head was used to calculate the curent flow from the

stimulating electrodes. Active nerve models were used to evaluate motor activation and

the area of activated scalp sensory receptors. The volume conductor and nerve models

were used in combination so that the calculated current flows were used as input to the

nerve models.

In addition to the evaluation of the cunent flow in transcranial electrical stimulation, the

spherical models were used to study the sensitivity distributions ofEEG leads.

4,1 Volume conductor models

The current flow in the head was modelled with analytical models of three (Rush and

Driscoll, 1969) and four concentric spheres. The spheres bound the shells representing

different tissues of the head including the brain, skull, scalp and cerebrospinal fluid (in

the four spheres model).

Three concentric sDheres model

Each shell is assumed to be homogeneous and isofiopic. For any arbitrary placement of

the electrodes on the surface of the scalp, the coordinate system can always be oriented

to give even s)rynmetry for / about the / =0 in the spherical coordinate system. With

this geometry, the solution for the brain can be shown to be:
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vbO,e,il=ZZB^, r" cosnQ Pi@os?) (4.1)

where the P,'(cosd) is the associated Legrende polynomial ofthe first kind.

The solution for the scalp is:

v,O,e,O=Ztb*r' +w,-r-('*')lcos m0 Pi@osl)+Y \4.2)
n=! n=1 f

The solution for the skull is:

v1r,e,6=ifls^r' +L)"-r''*"fcosm1 Pikoslt+L @3)

The coefficients are detemined from the boundary conditions: the normal component of

the current density must be zero on the outermost surface everywhere except at the

electrodes, and the potential and the normal component of the current density must be

equal everywhere on the corresponding surfaces of the inner spheres. These are five

equations in five unknowns, which can be solved to give the coefficients in equations

4.1 though 4.3 For example, the solution for the brain (Equation 4.1) becomes:

v,=!ie.(t\ [r.(cosa,)-r,(cosa,[ @.4)zltrt; \rt )

where

(2n+1)3 l2n (4.s)
ftt + n, lnu;" + t](r + R, /R, )n + r]+

n(n +1)(l - R" / Ro)(\- R, I R,)(rb I r")2"*t +

(n +1)(R, /R, -1)k1 + R,l R)n+lkr" I r,)2"\ +

(n +lXR" /& -1)k1+R, /R,)n + R, /R" ]Ob / r,)2"*1

The full solution for the three concenric spheres with point electrodes on the surface is

given in Rush and Driscoll (1969).

Four concentric spheres model

The four concenhic spheres model has a fourth sphere representing the layer of

cerebrospinal fluid between the brain and skull. The form of the solution is similar to
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the thee spheres model (Equations 4.1 tbrough 4.3). The model was solved with a

sl,rnbolic calculus program, Mathematica. Full solution is given in VL

Evaluation of the current flow from electrodes

Current density is obtained as the negative gradient of potential over resistivity:

,YV
R

The spherical models have a pair of infinitesimally small current sources (elechodes) on

the surface of the scalp. However, solutions for several point pairs can be found by

simply summing the single pair fields (Puikkonen and Malmivuo, 1987). Multiple point

pairs were used to approximate large elecfodes and electrode configurations with more

than two electrodes.

Although the spherical models express the potential in the head for an induced current

in an analytical form, numerical methods are required to obtain numerical values for the

potential and current density. The calculations were performed with a ma&ematical

calculus program Mathematica on UND( platform. The Mathematica was used as an

interactive user interface, while an extemal program, written in C, was used to calculate

the potentials and current densities in individual points. To define the half sensitivity

volumes (VI), the curent density in the brain was eyaluated in the grid of 1 rnm.

The resistivities and radii o[ the brain. skull and scalo

The current flow in transcranial stimulation (tr and Itr) and the sensitivity distribution in

EEG (VI) were evaluated with the Rush and Driscoll (1969) model. The model has the

radii of 80, 85 and 92 mm for the brain, skull and scalp, respeclively. The skull to soft

tissue resistivity ratio is 80, the resistivities xe 2.22, 176 arld 2.22 d}-m for the brain,

skull and scalp, respectively. The EEG sensitivity distribution was also evaluated with a

four spheres model including the cerebrospinal fluid. The CSF layer had outer and inner

radii of 80 and 78 mm, respectively, and a resistivity of 0.74 Q-m. The radius of the

brain was 78 mm, accordingly. The other parameters were the same as in the Rush and

Driscoll model.

(4.6)
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A modified three spheres model was used to evaluate the activation of a corticospinal

fibre (IV). The geometry oI the model was fitted to the transverse cross section of the

head of an adult male. The radii were 70,75 and 82 mm for the brain, skull and scalp,

respectively. The resistivities of the brain and scalp were 2.22 {2-m, similar to Rush and

Driscoll model, but the skull resistivity was assumed to be 25 Q-m, which is at the

lower end of the values reported in literature (Geddes and Baker, 1967).

Tissue resistivities reported by Oostendorp et al. (2000) were used to evaluate the pain

excitation during hanscranial electrical stimulation (V). The resistivities were 4-44,

66.67 and 4.44 Q-m for the scalp, skull and brain, respectively. The geometry was the

same as in the Rush and Driscoll model.

4.2 Nerve models

The models of a corticospinal nerve and a scalp nociceptor were implemented with a

general-purpose neural simulation progam GENESIS (Bower and Beeman, 1995). The

program models the neryes as interconnected compartments. Each compartment consists

of axial resistance, transmembrane resistance, transmembrane capacitance,

transmembrane voltage, the resting voltage, one or more variable aansmembrane

conductances representing the ion channels, ion channel reversal potentials, and injected

cuments (Figure 4.1). The transmembrane potential, state of the ion channels and the

axial curent between the compartments are evaluated in user selectable time steps.

For each compartment, the program solves the differential equation:

rE_-V,r . --r. _ .. , _ , tv: -v-t tv:-V_t . ,------::-------- + > llE" _v" )* G l+ - !! __!: +u + I .,",,dv. R. R; R"

,,
(4.7)

The membrane voltages and axial resistances of the previous stage are transmitted to

and received from adjacent compartments before the calculation.
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Figure 4.1 A compartment in a GENESIS nerve model. For the calculation of the membrane potential, y,,,

the compartment in the middle receives the axial resistance and the membrane potential of the previous
stage from the left-side compa ment and tie membrane potential of the previous stage from the righlside
compzftment.

Modelling parameters

The model of a fast cofticospinal nerve consisted of compartrnents for the soma, initial

segment and axon segments. The soma compaftment had a passive membrane with

Hodgkin and Huxley (1952) parameters. The initial segment and axon segments were

implemented with an active mammalian myelinated nerve model presented by Sweeney

et al. (1987). The thickness of the axon was 10 pm.

The sensory nerve model represented a thin myelinated nociceptor of the scalp. The

model consisted of compartments for the axon segments and a fine sensory ending. It

was implemented with a human sensory nerve model presented by Wesselink et al.

(1999). The fibre thickness was 5 pm to represent a typical thin myelinated fibre of

group III. The model was also implemented with a fibre thickness of 4 pm to test the

sensitivity of the simulation to this parameter.

The Hodgkin-Huxley channels were implemented with a built-in component of the

GENESIS. The Sweeney and Wesselink channels were implemented with a tabulated

gate component of the GENESIS. This presents the gate conductance in a two-

dimensional look-up table. The table gives the channel conductance as a function of

transmembrane potential ard the time after the initiation of the activation.
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The injected currents are the source of excitation in GENESIS. Thus, the applied

electric field was converted to equivalent injected curents, as suggested by Wamlan et

al. (1992). The time step of the simulation was 1 ps.

25 Q-m

2.22 dl-m

Figue 4-2 Head and nerve models used in the evaluation of the direct activation of a corticospinal fibre.
The size of the head model was fitted to the ffansve$e cross-section of the head as demonstrated. The
initial palt of the nerve model was either stmight or had an initial bend at the location indicated; with the
initial bend the axon was parallel to the brain surface for the first few millimetres approximating a nerve
Iocated in the anterior bank of the cental sulcus.

Modelling geometrv

The extra-cellular potentials were evaluated with the spherical head models according to

the geometry of a corticospinal nerve of the hand motor area. The soma was located

either at a depth of two millimetres below the brain surface with the axon running in

radial direction towards the centre of the brain, or at a depth of five millimetres with the

axon running in the tangential direction for the flst three millimetres and then making a

sharp turn in the radial dtection, thus representing a nerve in the anterior bank of the

central sulcus. In studying the activation of the corticospinal nerve (IV), the nerve had a

bend near the centre of the brain and continued to the level of pyramidal decussation

(Figure 4.2). In studying the scalp sensory response to TCES (V), t}le motor th.reshold

was obtained with the nerve model having the initial bend and terminating at the centre

of the brain.
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The sensory nerve model was located in one of the four sensory territories of the scalp:

frontal/parietal, occipital, left temporal or right temporal territory (Figure 4.3). The

nerves were placed at an inter-fibre distance of 5 mm on each teritory. The length of

the fibres varied so that the location of the sensory ending changed accordingly. Hence,

the sensory ending locations covered the whole scalp area.

Figure 4.3 The scalp was divided into four areas. The ophthalmic division of the trigeminal nerve
innervates the frontal-parietal area, the C2 occipital nerves innervate the occipital area and the manillary
and mandibular divisions of the trigeminal neNe together with the CZC3 occipital nerves innefiate the
terporal areas.

4.3 Evaluating the sensitivity of EEG and MEG leads

According to reciprocity theorem (Helmholtz, 1853), the curent flow field produced by

applying a unit current to an electrode lead is identical to the sensitivity distribution of

the corresponding lead. Thus, the current flow calculations with the spherical head

models may also be used to evaluate the sensitivity distributions of EEG leads.

The sensitivity distribution was evaluated also for different magnetic leads including

magnetometer, axial gradiometer and planar gradiometer. In a volume conductor having

A
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. 210'

cylindrical s),rnmetry with respect to magnetometer axis, the lead field current density

for unit current change of the coil and unit conductivity can be calculat€d with

(Malrnivuo and Plonsey, 1995, p. 250):

h2 + (r, + rr)2 (4.8)

where

r ,r\ I
lr-Llrrtr-r,rrl\ 2) l

h' + tr) + \)-
(.4.9)

and K(k) and E(/r) are complete elliptic integrals of the hrst and second kind,

respectively, rl is the radius of the magnetometer coil, rz is the distance from the

syrnmetry axis and ft is the distance liom the coil along the synrmetry axis. The same

equation can be used to calculate the tead field current density of an axial gradiometer

and a planar gradiometer when each coil of the gradiometer has cylindrical symmetry

about the spherical head. Thus, the coils of the planar gradiometer were not exactly on

the same plane, but their axis crossed at the centre of the spherical head. The coil radius

was l0 mm and the distance from the scalp 20 mm.

4.4 Procedure

Stimulator construction

A dedicated tanscranial electrical stimulator was constructed based on the following

design principles:

1. Short stimulation pulse lengths produce less pain to the patient. The stimulation

time constant depends on the fibre thickness. Thus, shortening the pulse

produces larger relative increase on the threshold for a thin sensory nerve of the

scalp as compared to the increase for a thick motor nerve of the corticospinal

tract.

High stimulation amplitude is required because of the poorly conducting skull.

Constant current pulses provide controlled stimulation strength.
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Use of pulse trains with a high repetition rate allows monitoring of motor

evoked potentials under general anaesthesia.

5. A three-electrode stimulation configuration with one active and two neutral

electrodes allows stimulation of the leg motor area with lower stimulation

intensity.

The electrical safety and electromagnetic compatibility of completed device were

inspected at the VTT Technical Research Centre of Finland. The electrical safety was

tested according to the EN 60601-l standard for safety of medical devices excluding

tests of a destructive nature. The interference to other devices was tested according to

the EN 5501 I standard for radio-frequency emission.

Current flow

The effect of electrode distance on ttte current flow was evaluated with bipolar and

three-electrode electrode configurations using point electrodes. The effect of electrode

size was studied by comparing the flow fields ior point elecfodes, representing needle

electrodes, and the ones for two-cm disk electrodes. The disk electrodes had either a

uniform current profile or the current was concentrated at the edge. The electrode

distance was 60'. 'Unifocal' stimulation method using twelve neutral electrodes around

the head was compared to a simplified electrode configuration with only two neutra.l

electrodes on the opposite sides of the head.

Excitation

The response of a corticospinal nerve of the hand motor area to transcranial electrical

stimulation was evaluated with different stimulation pulse lengths and strengths. The

electrode configuration corresponded to anodal stimulation of the hand motor area: the

cathode was at vertex and the anode 7 cm to side (point electrodes). Various aspects of

the active behaviour of the nerve were evaluated including stimulation threshold as a

function of the pulse length, the location of the initiation of activation with different

stimulus strengtls and the latency of the propagating action potential to reach plramidal

decussation.

4.
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The response of scalp nociceptors was simulated to evaluate the effects of various

stimulation parameters on the excited area. The active electrode, anode, was located

over the hand motor area. The cathode was at vertex or on the conEalateral side. The

stimulus was constant curenl pulses, with pulse length between 10 ps to 1 ms, or

capacitor discharge pulses, with pulse lengths of 50 and 100 ps. The electrodes were

usually 1-cm disk electrodes with current concentrated at the edge. However, point, 2-

cm disk and 4-cm disk electrodes were used to test the effect of the electrode size. The

areas were evaluated for the excitation threshold of the motor nerve model, but the

effect of stimulation pulse strength was also evaluated.

Sensitivity ofEEG and MEG leads

The reciprocal current flow fields were calculated for bipolar and three-electrode leads

and planar ard axial gradiometer leads. The concept of half-sensitivity volume (HSV)

was used to evaluate the ability of EEG to concentrat€ the measurement sensitivity.

HSV is the volume of the source region, the brain, in which the sensitivity of the EEG

lead for a source is more than half the maximum sensitivity. Assuming that the sources

are evenly distributed in the brain, the HSV correlates with the number of soulces

detected by the lead. The effect of the detector distance on the half-sensitivity volume

was eva.luated for the aforementioned leads.
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5 Results

5.1 Stimulator construction

The basic circuitry of the constructed stimulator is presented in Figure 5.1. The output

stage produces constant current and constant voltage pulses with maximum amplitudes

of I A and 5fi) V, respectively. The pulse length is user selectable in the range of 15 to

125 ps resulting at maximum pulse energy of 100 mJ. The stimulator also produces

pulse trains with pulse intervals in the rarge of 0.5 to 20 ms.

The operation principle is simple. A field effect transistor (MOSF'ET) operates as an on-

off switch in a constant voltage mode. Adjusting the capacitor voltage adjusts the

stimulation arnplitude. In constant curent mode the transistor operates as a voltage

controlled current regulator adjusting the stimulation amplifi:lde. An isolation

transformer is used in the output stage to ensure patient safety, Furthermore, a minimum

inter-stimulus interval prevents accidental fast triggering.

The device has two similar output stages, which are connected in series to produce

bipolar stimulation with a maximum stimulation voltage of 1000 V (1 A) or in parallel

to produce three-electrode stimulation with a maximum stimulation current ot 2 A (2 x

500 v).
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Figue 5.1 Basic circuitry of the dedicated transcranial electrical stimulator. An adjustable voltage source
charges capacitor C3. A field effect transistor Q4 (MOSFET) is used as a switching device to feed a pulse
to the patient connection tlrough an isolation transfolmeI T2. The output arplitude is set either with
VOLTAGE_REF signal in the constant voltage mode or with CITRRENT_REF signal in the constant
crlTent mode.

52 Stimulation current flow with surface electrodes

The calculated current flow in the brain underneath the stimulating electrodes was

mainly radial with large electode distances and mainly tangential with small electrode

distances (Figure 5.2). With a small electrode distance the curent was confined to a

relatively small region of the brain and ar approximately uniform current density was

observed on the brain surface between the electrodes. With a large electrode distance, in

contrast, the current spread more and there were local maxima in the current density

near each electrode. Thus, a more focused stimulation can be achieved with a smaller
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electrode distance, but the change in the direction of the stimulation cufient will also

have an effect on the excitation.

Anode cathode Maximum
108 sur6n1 6ensity

Figure 5.2 Stimulation current flow with an electrode distance of 20o (unit stimulation curent). [so-
current-density contours in the bmin are indicated with dashed lines. The direction of the curent is
indicated with solid lines.

Changing the size of the stimulating elechodes of the spherical model had a relatively

small effect on the overall current flow in the brain. The changes were limited to small

regions near the electrodes. However, the maximum current density correlated

negatively with the elecftode size, as expected. With an electrode distance of 60 degrees

it was approximately 14 Vo h\gfier with point electrodes as compared with 2-cm disk

electrodes having a uniform current profile. If the electrode current was concentrated at

the edge, due to the edge effect observed on surface disk electrodes (Kim et al., 1990),

the maximum curent density was approximately 23 7o higher with point elechodes than

with the disk electrodes.

The number of the neutral electrodes in the unifocal stimulation method (Rossini et al.,

1985) had no significant effect on the current flow in the brain neal the active electrode.

Using only two neutral electrodes on the opposite sides of the head produced the same

maximum current density in the brain as when using twelve neutral elecffodes.
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cathode

However, the cu[ent densities

naturally much higher.

f= 150 ps

in the brain alld scalp near the neutral electrodcs were

f=350ps

f=550ps
cathode

Figure 5.1 Activation of a corticospinal libre model after the stimulation ot' the hand molor area (100 ps

pulse). The membrane potcntial is displayed with a colour scale: w.u-m colours indicate activation. Thc
axon is activated directly at the initinl pa and deep bend. The activalion propagates in both directions
from the bend. The activation propagating towards the coftex collides with the activation initiated at the

initial part.

50 mV

I

I
-100 mV

cathode
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5.3 Excitation of pyramidal motor and scalp sensory nerves

Simulated transcranial stimulation of the hand motor area indicated that tbreshold

stimulation activates the initial part of a corticospinal axon. The activation initiated at

the third node of Ranvier on a straight nerve and at eighth node on a nerve with initial

bend (5 mm below the bend). Increasing the stimulation amplitude shifted the initiation

of the activation gradually to a deeper location. With sufficiently strong stimulus the

activation initiated directly at a deep bend the axon makes when entering the midbrain

(Figure 5.3). The initial part was also activated, as before. From the bend, the activation

propagated in both directions. The activation propagating towards the cortex collided

with the activation originated from the initial paft. Thus, only the activation from the

deep bend reached the pyamidal level. When the amplitude was increased to tlre

threshold of direct deep activation, a latency jump was observed at the plramidal level.

Figue 5.4 The areas of the scalp coresponding to excitation of 5-pm nociceptors in thrcshold stimulation
of the hand motor area. The total excitation area was 20 cm2. The result was obtained for threshold motor
stimulation (100 Us, 205 mA) with I cm disk electrodes having the curent concentrated to lhe edge.

According to simulations, tfueshold transcranial stimulation of the hand motor area

excites 5-pm nociceptors on a large sca.lp area (Figure 5.4). The size of the excitation

area correlated with the stimulation pulse length. The correspondence was strongest

with very short pulse lengths. The area was 12 and 20 cm2 with 10-ps and i00-gs

P
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constant current pulses, respectively; with a i-ms pulse it was 26 cm2. There was no

significant difference between capacitor discharge and constant current pulses. The

electrode size had no significant effec! the excitation area was approximately 20 cm2

with electrode sizes from zero (point electrode) to four centimetres.

The thickness of the fibre in the nociceptor model had a marked effect on the size of the

excitation area. In the threshold motor stimulation with a 100-tr.s pulse the area was only

5 cm2 for a 4-pm fibre - approximately a quarter of the corresponding area for a 5-pm

fibre.

5.4 Sensitivity of EEG leads

The distance between EEG elecaodes correlated with the size of the brain volume from

which the signal is registered. The half-sensitivity volume was 8.0 and 2.8 cm3 with the

electrode separations of 20" and 10', respectively. These electrode distances correspond

approximately to electrode montages with 64 and 256 electrodes. In comparison, HSV

for a planar gradiometer was 5.6 and 3.8 cm3 with a coil separation of 20 and 10

degrees, respectively. With a three-electrode lead, in which two reference electrodes are

on both sides of the active electrode, the half-sensitivity volume was 2.4 and O.7 cm3

with the electrode separations of 20" and 10o, respectively. With these electode

distances, the direction of the sensitivity was mainly radial with the three-electrode lead

and mainly tangential with the bipolar lead.
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6 Discussion

The purpose of this research was to find an optimal method for transcranial electrical

stimulation with respect to patient discomfort and the effectiveness of the stimulation

during general anaesthesia. This was attempted by constructing a dedicated stimulator

and by modetling motor and pain excitation involved with the method. Furthermore, it

was expected that the modelling methods would give information about the sensitivity

of electrode leads in EEG.

6.1 The stimulator

The design of the dedicated device for transcranial stimulation was simple, yet the

performance was satisfactory. The use of an isolation transformer in the output stage

ensures patient safety and allows high output voltages beyond the normal operation

limits of semiconductor devices. The stimulator provides consta[t current pulses, which

are generally preferred in neurophysiological investigations; witl constant current

pulses, the variations in the skin-electrode impedance do not affect the stimulation

amplitude. The assumption that fast pulse trains provide an anaesthesia resistant

transcranial stimulation method has been supported in recent literature describing intra-

operative monitoring methods (Pechstein et al., 1996t Calancie et al., 1998; Ba(ley et

al.,2002).

The new features of the stimulator allowed investigations that were not possible with

the stimulalors available at that time. The maximum current drive capability of a

standard ENMG-stimulator, typically 100 mA, is often not sufhcient for transcranial

stimulation. The commercially available dedicated transcranial stimulator (Digitimer

Ltd, England) produced only single pulses (a multi-pulse stimulator producing constant

voltage stimuli has become available from Digitimer). The stimulator constructed in this

work has been used to study the effect of different anaesthetic agenis on MEP
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monitoring and in establishing neurophysiological monitoring methods during scoliosis

surgery at Tampere University Hospital.

6,2 The stimulation current flow

The result that by using a small electrode distance the stimulation can be restricted to a

smaller area agrees with that of L.G. Cohen and Hallett (1988). They reported that the

maps of the hand motor area were best defined and restricted with a short electrode

distance (2.3 cm). They also noted that changing the orientation of the bipolar short

distance electrode montage affected the location of the map with respect to the active

electrode. This is probably related to the tangential curent flow observed with the short

electrode distances.

The lower stimulation thrcshold reported for the unifocal method (Rossini et al., 1985)

can be by obtained also by the simpler thrce-electrode stimulation, as the stimulating

current flow fields were similar. If the centre electrode were located at vertex and two

other electrodes over the hand motor areas on both sides, the electrode placement would

allow three-electrode stimulation of lower limbs and bipolff stimulation of hand motor

areas. However, the low pain reported with unifocal stimulation cannot be expected, as

the catiodal current density is, still, half of the one for bipolar stimulation.

A skull resistivity of 80 times the resistivity of the soft tissues (the brain and the scalp)

suggested by Rush and Driscoll (1969) was used in current flow evaluation- This

resistivity ratio has been commonly used in modelling studies. However, recent

measurements suggest considerably lower skull resistivity, approximately 15 times the

soft tissue resistivity (OosGndorp et al., 2000). If this is the case, the effect of the

electrode distance and size were probably underestimated.

The cunent flow fields presented in this work may be used to plan electrode

conligurations for specific stimulation targets. The form of presentation, Iines

displaying current direction and contours showing current density, is believed to be

more informative than isopotential rnaps presented in eadier papen (Rush and Driscoll,

1969; Grardori and Rossini, 1988).
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63 The activation of a corticospinal fibre

The D wave threshold for the model of a corticospinal fibre of the hand motor area was

269 mA with 50 ps constant current pulses. With 50 Fs and 100 ps capacitor discharge

pulses it was 333 and 268 mA, respectively. The results are in agreement with clinical

research. Calancie et al. (1998) reported thresholds in the range of 100 to 200 V for 50

ps constant voltage stimuli, while the inter-electrode impedance was 500 - 750 Q.

Calancie et d. (1998) measured muscle responses to pulse train stimulation in

anaesthesia. Because such responses are the result of the summation of D waves at

spinal level (Ianiguchi et al., 1993a), their threshold approximate the one for D waves.

Burke et al. (1992) reported D wave thresholds between 75 - 300 volts for capacitor

discharge pulses.

There has been contradicting opinion about where the direct activation of a corticospinal

fibre to tbrcshold anodal stimulation takes place. Rothwell et al. (1994) proposed that

the location is at the cell body or near it. Iles and Lunn (1993) suggested tenth node of

Ranvier based on their nerve model. The findings of this study were that the location is

not the cell body but near it - at the third node of Ranvier for a cell locating in the

superficial cortical layers. However, for a cell locating in the anterior bank of central

sulcus - which is usual for the hand motor area - the location was the fifth node after the

initial bend of the fibre.

With the stimulation current of five times the excilation threshold, the activation was

initiated directly at the deep bend the axon makes when entering the midbrain.

Furtiermore, the simulated active behaviour demonstrated a latency jump at plramidal

level and blocking of the late D wave. Qualitatively the result is in good agreement with

clinical data explaining the eady D waves with strong stimuli (Rothwell et al., 1994).

However, the amplitude required for the dircct activation was much higher than

expected. A possible explanation for the difference is the non-spherical shape of the

base of the skull. The flat bottom of the frontal lobe constricts the current flow near the

midbrain, which may affect the tbreshold. Another uncertainty in the model is the

sharpness of the deep axon bend. The sharpness affecls strongly the local trans-

membrane current strength and, thus, the excitation threshold at the bend.
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The simulations were not expected to be accurate with respect to the propagation

velocity. The GENESIS program, which was used to simulate the active behaviour of

the neNes, uses injected currents as the source of the excitation. The currents were

obtained by transforming the extra-cellular potentials induced by the stimulation to

equivalent injected currents. This approximation is valid only for sub-threshold situation

when the opening of the membrane channels does not have significant effect on the

current distribution. Thus, the method may be used to estimate the excitation th.resholds,

but may not simulate accurately the active behaviour of the fibre.

The understanding of the neural mechanisms behind the D and I waves is important for

interpretation of clinical findings. The findings of this research have provided

information about the D wave. A future application of neural modelling could be

evaluating models suggested for the origins of I waves (Ziemann and Rothwell, 2000).

This would require building of complicated models with many different interconnected

cells. However, growing knowledge on cortical cells and measurement of cortico-

cortical activity after the stimulus could help in this.

6.4 Pain excitation

The excited scalp area, according to the nociceptor model, conelated with the length of

the stimulation pulse. This is in agreement with previous research (Geddes, 1987).

Using a very short stimulation pulse (10 !rs) approdmately ha.lved the area.

The nociception threshold in tanscranial stimulation, obtained with the sensory nerve

model, was considerably higher than the clinical result by Hiikkinen et al. (1995). One

reason is probably the contribution of other sensory nerve tlpes to t}Ie pain. The other

sensory nerves, being thicker, are much more easily excited as compared with

nociceptors: even the thickest myelinated nociceptors have considerably high thresholds

to extemal electric currents. There is also uncertainty in the parameters of the nerve

models. The sensory nerve model was based on measurements rnade on thick peripheral

sensory nerves (Schwarz et al., 1995) and is not necessarily accurate for thinner

nociceptors. Different models were used for motor and sensory nerves, as there is

indication about their different behaviour in humans (Kieman et al., 2001). However,
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the motor nerve model (Sweeney at al., 1987) was based on marrunalian data and may

not be accurate for human motor nervss.

The modelling methods used in this work were very simple in the view of the

complexity of the pain sensation. The effect of unmyelinated nociceptors was not

studied; it was assumed that with the very short stimuli used in transcranial stimulation

the myelinated nociceptors mainly produce the sensation. Besides, there would not have

been sufficient information about the behaviour of unmyelinated nociceptors to build a

model. It is not claimed that the area of excited nociceptors in the scalp would be

directly related to the intensity of the pain. However, because the excitation of the

sensory receptors is always the first stage of the sensation, the results may still give

some indication about how strong an effect certain stimulation parameters may be

expected to have. The validity of this approach is supported by the observed linear

behaviour of the pain as the function of stimulation intensity (Hiikkinen et al., 1995).

The results on tJrc excitation area are expected to be useful in reducing the discomfort to

the patient. They provide new quartitative information about the effect of various

stimulation parameters and the range of pain excitation. It may be concluded, for

example, that if a topical anaesthesia is used to reduce the pain, it must be applied on a

large area around the electrodes. Furthermore, a yery short stimulation pulses are

required to achieve significant reduction on pain, which may not be practical, as this

would require very high voltage levels.

6.5 The sensitivity of EEG leads

The half-sensitivity volumes of bipolar and three-electrode EEG leads correlated with

the inter-electrode distance of the lead. With small electrode distances good focusing of

the lead to cortical sources was achieved without compromising the signal amplitude

too much. The result contradicts the usual expectation that the curent spreading effect

of the poody conducting skull limits the spatial resolution of EEG considerably. In fact,

the results imply that with small electrode distances, i.e. large number of electrodes, a

very good spatial resolution - comparable to that of rragnetoencephalography - may be

achieyed.
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There has beon controversy in literature over the relative merits of EEG and MEG.

Some papers have reported that EEG has comparable, if not better, spatial resolution as

compared with MEG (Cohen, D. et al., 1990; Liu et al., 2002). Others have presented

conflicting results (Irahy et al., 1998). Usually the spatial resolution is discussed in

terms of errors in localizing dipoles, which involves solving inverse problem. The

accuracy of the solution is affected by several factors, such as the localization algorithm

and the source model used, errors in the volume conductor model, sensory

configurations, and noise filtering. The conflicts in literature probably reflect

differences in these factors.

The results of this study were obtained using skull to soft tissue resistivity ratio of 80.

As mentioned before, the actual skull resistivity may be considerably lower. Therefore,

the half-sensitivity volumes for EEG may be smaller than predicted.

Using the reciprocity theorem, these results were obtained from the same or similar

curent flow calculations that were done to evaluate the stimulation current fields.

Similarly, the results give also the half-intensity volumes for different stimulation leads.

These volumes may give some indication about the focusing of the stimulation, at least

in the case of threshold activation near the electrodes.
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7 Conclusions

The present paper contributes to the practice and theory of transcranial electrical

stimulation method. Various aspects of brain function can be investigated and motor

pathways reliably monitored intra-operatively with the dedicated stimulator constructed.

The theoretical results help in designing efficient stimulation strategies with minimum

discomfort to the patient and give information about neurophysiological mechanisms

involved. This research also presents results on the properties of EEG leads to measure

cortical sources. The following specific conclusions can be drawn:

1. A simple design is sufficient for a reliable dedicated stimulator with a variety of

features.

2. The eleclrode size and current profile have little effect on transcranial

stimulation and EEG measurement with usual electrode distances.

3. With short-distance bipolar electrodes the stimulation curent is tangential to the

surface of the brain and restricted to a small cortical area.

4. Stimulation of the brain with a thee-electrode configuration is simitar to that

with the unifocal method.

5. The thresbold activation (D wave) to anodal transcranial stimulus is initiated at

the third node of Ranvier on a cell locating in superficial cortical layers. On a

cell locating in the anterior bank of the central sulcus (hand area) the activation

is initiated at the fifth node from the initial bend ofthe fibre.

6. A strong anodal stimulus is able to activate the corticospinal fibre directly at the

bend the fibre makes when entering the mid-brain.
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7. The pain sensing receptors in the scalp are excited on a large area in transcranial

stimulation. Thus, if a topical anaesthetic is used to reduce the pain, it must be

applied at a distance of several centimetres around the electrodes. Using very

short stimuli approximately halves the area.

8. The conical activity of the brain can be measured with a good spatial resolution

using short-distance electrode montages.

In conclusion, the results obtained in this study provide useful information for clinical

development of transcranial electrical stimulation method and for designing specific

stimulation tasks. The versatile stimulator constructed can be used to test the effects of

various stimulation paraineters. Further clinical research is needed to confirm the

conclusions of the present paper.
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